Future continuous: exercise 2 - affirmative
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Key with answers

Exercise 2

| lie  | see  | use  | sleep | watch | take | work | wait | decorate | listen |

When you come back home I will be sleeping in my bed.

In a few days' time we will be lying on the beach.

I'll call Jim at six. - No, don't. He will be working in his office then.

I'll tell him. I will be seeing him on the train as usual.

We can't meet you on Saturday. We will be decorating our house at the weekend.

In a ten years' time most people will be using electric cars.

I'll come at one o'clock. - OK. I will be waiting for you.

It won't be easy to get in. The warden will be watching the gate closely.

Will you help me tonight? - Sorry, I will be listening to the concert on the radio.

This time tomorrow my sister will be taking her entrance exam.